The following phishing email appearing to be from the University was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around November 19, 2013. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Please check out the [How to Identify a Fraudulent Email Scam video](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQw4w9WgXcQ) on the [NUIT Communications YouTube Channel](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC96XJ5W4Y7sPIv094VZsRiw) for more information on how to spot phishing email scams.

---

From: Northwestern University®  (link intentionally removed by NUIT)
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:05 PM
Subject: 1 New Message From Northwestern University®

You Have One New Message from Northwestern University®

"VIEW MESSAGE"  (link intentionally removed by NUIT – see below for image of bogus site)